
Minutes for Patient Participation Group ( PPG ) Meeting – Weds. 29th February 2012 
 
 
Attending:-  Dr Luke ( DrL )  Stephen ( SF )  &  Pauline ( PC ) ( from the Surgery ) 
  Mr. Anthony Byford ( AB )   
  Mrs. Susan Buswell ( SB )  
  Mr. Michael Dean ( MD )     
  Mrs Janet Edwards ( JE )    
  Mrs Laura Ruddy ( LR )    
  Mrs Ann Thow ( AT )  
 
Apologies Received:-   Mrs. Susan Buswell ( SB )  
  Mr. Peter Ainsley ( PA )     
 
 
1. New Group Members – approaches by x2 new members:- Paul Hubbard and James Firmager. Both 

have been invited to join the next meeting of 28th March @10:30 but Mr Firmager has a prior 
arrangement and is aware the next meeting is on 25th April again @10:30 
 

2. Practice Website – amendments to the practice website discussed at last meeting have been 
implemented. The practice has the ability to update the website daily, but tends to look at it weekly and 
update as required, which is usually the ' latest news ' section whose first line triggers the ' ticker tape ' 
scrolling message. The patient group agreed that individual photographs of the group should be added 
to the website with a brief description about the member. This was preferred to a whole group 
photograph. It was also agreed that any group members who do not wish to have their photograph 
added, can opt out of this. It should be investigated as to whether patients can contact the patient 
group via the website instead of writing to the group C/o the surgery. 
 

3. Practice Booklet – the updated version was circulated prior to the group meeting and further 
amendments were still needed. Once these are implemented the new 2012 surgery booklet will be 
printed and also made available on the website for downloading and printing as required. 

 
4. Staff Name Badges – the pros and cons of these were discussed with the group and it was agreed 

that staff would not adopt these at the present time.  
 

5. New Consulting Room / Waiting Room Alterations – There was some interruption to the upstairs 
waiting room between the 6th and 16th of February 2012, due to the construction of a new consulting 
room adjacent to Dr Bruuns's room and within the waiting room itself, which has decreased the size of 
the waiting room but nevertheless left a sizeable waiting room anyway. The cost to build the room, 
including the medical and computer equipment required by the doctor was just under £13,250, and this 
cost is being met jointly by the practice and the PCT. The new consulting room will be used by our GP 
registrar whose existing room, will revert back to being used by the Hospital FY2 doctors and our 4th 
and 5th year medical students.  

 
6. Financial Situation of the Practice – the practice is heading for a £20 – 30K overspend this financial 

year ( 11st April 2011 – 31st March 2012 ) against its admission / out-patient and prescribing budgets. 
There has been a marked increase in attendances at A&E throughout the year which accounts for 
much of this overspend. We have tried to educate patients via the surgery newsletters and surgery 
posters that attendance at A&E attracts a fee and should therefore only be used for A&E type of 
conditions. Routine matters should be dealt with by the practice, the walk-in-centre or the Out of Hours 
Service in the first instance, and if it is just advice that is required this can be obtained via NHS Direct 
or local pharmacists as required, as the use of these services are already paid for from the NHS funds. 
Our overspend will need to be offset against next years budgets, which we already know the NHS is 
being squeezed in order to once again make the country financially sound. We are not advocating 
patients do not attend A&E but just consider the other options first. 
 

7. Interpreters – because of the tightening of the NHS belts in terms of finances, it was asked how much 
is spent on interpreters, as other public sectors are also looking at this cost. SF stated that he was 
unsure of the current cost but a year or two ago this was £600K for East Sussex. It was pointed out 



that there are specific issues surrounding the use of interpreters, but it was agreed that this was a 
massive amount and one that there was little chance to be able to do anything about until rules and 
regulations are changed. 

 
8. The Changing face of the NHS – SF gave his thoughts on the changes and current situation of the 

governments planned changes to the NHS via the Health and Social Care Bill. 
 

The financial position of the NHS  

 To meet the reduced cost savings A recent GP Survey carried out by Pulse ( Newspaper for GP's ) 
said that 1:5 expect staff redundancies 

 1/3 rd of Salaried GP posts are expected to go 

 1:7 practices admitted they are already taking steps to make receptionists / admin staff redundant 

 1:10 practices are consider reducing GP's working time 
 
 
NHS reform – where are we 

 To date there has been NO official notification / information from the DoH telling practices why 
the government are implementing their doing Health and Social Care Bill. 

 No 10's listening exercise of 2011 showed 3 main areas that :- the NHS outcomes were not 
good / the public isn't satisfied with the NHS and management costs were too high. 

 The Government is entrenched in warfare about the outcomes with the House of Lords – trying 
to get the H&SC Bill passed / with patients who are yet to be convinced the NHS needs 
changing & with the GP's themselves who are being tasked with being in the lead role of the 
new NHS 

 The media regularly claims the Government has lost the battle on satisfaction and in fact the 
DoH's own website says 92% of patient recently using the NHS gave a satisfactied rating 

 This leaves management – it is recognised that in managing any business, 16% is to be a 
staffing requirement. The NHS currently spends has 13% of its budget on management. In 
AMERICA they work to a figure nearer to 20%. It could be argued the NHS of the future is 
steering towards the American model of healthcare. 

 
Reform trundles on 

 National Commissioning Boards ( NCB ) this is the local tier of monitors of the NHS. They are 
to have their HQ in Leeds with a smaller sub office in London. There will clearly be much Rail 
fairs and overnight accommodations to face, whilst attending meetings at these two venues 
from all commissioning bodies around the country. 

 Strategic Health Authorities ( SHA ) are disappearing to be replaced by four Sector 
Organisations. 

 PCT's will disappear – with 50 new organisations emerging in their place. 

 It is estimated that 860 personnel will work at NCB level 

 That there will be a total of 200 personnel at the new sectors organizations. 

 2500 in the new PCT replacements. 

 Therefore the NHS will have a total of 3560 managers where 8000 used to be. So clearly a 
huge cut approximately £20M saved in the costs of running the NHS. 
 

or is there 
 

 In London £7M has been spent on training GP's to understand Commissioning and rudimentary 
Management.  

 If we dig around, we will probably find something similar within each locality in the country. 
 
Bottom line- SHA's & PCT's there will be fewer of them – could this not have been achieved without a 
364 page Health & Social Care Bill. 
 
1 year to GP Led Commission  
 
Some, concerns 

 The Pulse GP survey also showed approximately half of practices would like to know more 
about clinical commissioning Groups ( CCG's ) 



 25% want to know what are the bad points of commissioning 

 Approx same number want to know what are the good points of commissioning  
 

THIS  SUGGESTS  GRAVE  UNCERTAINTY  BY  GP's  ABOUT  CCG's 
 

 Almost all GP's surveyed said they wanted a ' commissioning for dummies ' style guide book 
with ' nuts and bolts ' courses on commissioning. 

 GP's continue to ask for:- 
 How the planned NHS changes will affect their patients  
 how their own clinical work might be affected 

 
This indicates that there is little guidance from the top on how:- 

 general practice is to be run 

 how the GP's are to be expected to do their day to day job 
 
 
My biggest concern is TIME 
 

 GP Led commissioning goes live from 1 April 2013 approx 400 days. With only 5 days worked 
each week, minus doctors annual holidays and Bank Holidays, Christmas & New year as well 
as the Diamond Jubilee this is realistically more like 200 working days. 

 PCT's currently have 50% of their normal staff as there has already been several redundancies 
and from 1st April 2012 until 31st March 2013, those remaining will be working with GP practices 
in a shadowing format. 

 Previously each PCT had an estimated 250 staff working in commissioning.  

 Multiply this by the 200 working days and you get 50,000 man days / year is spent on 
commissioning of NHS services. 

 There is a massive disparity on what is the normal NHS workload to that which is achievable 
between now and the 1st April 2013. 

 
It is quite clear that with a go live date of just over 1 year away and the manpower levels being 
allocated, are well below what there was before. Many SHA's and PCT staff continue to leave the 
NHS, some are joining CCG's and others the newly forming NCB's. Many are flocking into the private 
health sector. Some of the cynics will say that this is in anticipation of the NHS failing, and private 
companies are waiting to step in.  
 
I believe I have demonstrated that there is just not the expertise in general practice nor the man hours 
to achieve the Health and Social Care Bill and to deliver it within the timeframe of the 1st April 2013. 

 
I stated at the outset that this is my view, but it is important to stress that this is not the practice view. 
However, I am aware that some of the GP's agree with my summation. I leave it to each of you to decide 
what is the right / wrong elements. 

 
9. Dr Bruuns – as Dr Bruuns sits on the CCG board the PPG asked that he be invited to attend the next 

meeting of the PPG, to discuss GP Led commissioning.  
 

10. Walk - in - Centre – The practice is aware that the WIC as popular as it is proving is a massive drain 
on local NHS financial resources. Several surgeries are heading for in year overspends and one of the 
biggest over spend is the WIC itself. The PPG asked if this was a viable centre. It is too early to say 
but it was felt that the WIC serves the community extremely well but would have to be looked at more 
closely in terms of value for money in this financially aware times. Could it do things differently, could it 
help ease the A&E attendances, could it be a more accident focuses, should it register patients which 
drags doctors away from the place to do home visits. All of these are valid questions that need further 
investigation and answers.  
 

11. Terms of Reference ( TOR )  – a draft TOR was given to the group ,members to take away which is 
for discussion at the next meeting. 
 

12. Next Meetings – Wednesday(s) 28th March / 25th April and 20th June. 


